RETURN OF TABLETS

JOHN A. FERGUSON SENIOR HIGH
MS. LISSETTE ALVAREZ
COLLECTION BEGINS 
THURSDAY, 
APRIL 18, 2019
TENTATIVE DATES FOR RETURN OF DEVICES:

SENIORS – FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 2019
(8:15 AM – 11:30 AM)

JUNIORS – SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 2019
(8:15 AM – 11:30 AM)

SOPHOMORES – APRIL 26 & 29
(6 AM – Noon)

FRESHMEN – APRIL 22 – 25
(6 AM – Noon)

NEW DATES FOR SENIORS AND JUNIORS:
SENIORS RETURN BY THURSDAY, APRIL 18TH.
JUNIORS RETURN BY MONDAY, APRIL 22ND.
DEVICES WILL BE CHECKED FOR DAMAGES AND FOR BROKEN OR LOST ACCESSORIES.
PLEASE ASSEMBLE AND RETURN DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES AS SHOWN IN THIS PRESENTATION.
1. COMPLETELY CHARGE THE TABLET THE NIGHT BEFORE.
2. NEATLY WRAP THE CHARGER CABLE AND PLACE IN A BAGGIE WITH THE DONGLE.
PLACE DONGLE AND WRAPPED CHARGER INSIDE A BAGGIE.
1. COMPLETELY CHARGE THE DEVICE THE NIGHT BEFORE.
2. MAKE SURE THE STYLUS HAS THE TIP AND IS ATTACHED.
3. MAKE SURE THE KEYBOARD HAS ALL KEYS.
10TH GRADE TABLETS

10 EE

4. NEATLY WRAP THE CHARGER CABLE AND SECURE.
10th Grade Tablets

- Keyboard
- Charger
- HP 10 EE
- Stylus
11TH – 12TH GRADE LAPTOPS

HP 360

1. COMPLETELY CHARGE THE LAPTOP THE NIGHT BEFORE.
2. MAKE SURE THE CHARGER IS NEATLY TIED AND HAS ALL CABLES.
11th - 12th Grade Laptops

Charger

HP X360 Laptop
STUDENTS WILL BE CHARGED AND RECEIVE AN OBLIGATION FORM FOR ANY DEVICES AND/OR ACCESSORIES THAT ARE BROKEN OR NOT RETURNED.
RECOVERY PRICES ARE LISTED IN THE CONTRACT AND LOCATED ON OUR WEBSITE UNDER “STUDENTS” THEN “MOBILE DEVICES” AND THEN “2018-2019 MOBILE DEVICE AGREEMENT FORM” AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE.
• A **receipt will be provided** if device package has been returned in good condition and with all accessories and charger.

• A receipt will **NOT** be issued if device is damaged or accessories or charger are missing. Instead, an **obligation form** will be completed and filed.
PLEASE CONTACT
MS. LISSETTE ALVAREZ
VIA EMAIL AT
LRODRIGUEZ3@DADESCHOOLS.NET
SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS.
PLEASE WRITE “MOBILE
DEVICES” AND YOUR CHILD’S
NAME AND STUDENT ID
NUMBER IN THE SUBJECT
FIELD.